reaching for a third, we found our assortment literally broken, and reduced to an old one which we had never used, for the reason that its edges were so sharp that it seemed cruelty to do so. Here was a dilemma, the scarificator had done its work?right skilfully had those well-martialed rows of lancets (lancers) gone their round; it was a pity to lose it all, so we clapped on the rejected cup to save what we had done! To our surprise, notwithstanding, the cup drew well?far better than the others, it did not draw the flesh but a very little within the cup; it was exceedingly firm in its place, and not at all painful. This we found to be the case on every repetition of the experiment; and what seemed still more singular was the fact that while the [Jan'y, skin over which the blunt edged cups were used, remained discolored for a long time, those parts over which the sharp edged cup had been placed, almost immediately became smooth and colorless. The rationale of the matter lies here, the sharp-edged cup imbeds itself readily and firmly into the surface of the flesh, so that immediately on the vacuum being formed, the flesh around the border of the cup, lies at right angles with, and against its edge, firmly holding the parts to their place, and leaving those within free to act, and be acted upon. While with the blunt-edged cup, the flesh is drawn far within, the blood-vessels are soon strangulated, and the parts congested. Ah, thought we, the old rejected cup has a destiny to fulfil after all, and it has done it.
We immediately commenced making an application of the hint to the formation of our air chambers, and soon found that, the sharper the edge the better.
When c, the covering of plate which forms the base, or flooring of the chamber, and d, the chamber. Fig. 3 , represents a plate with such a chamber as we have before described, without a valve. Fig. 4 
